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01 - get to know me

H

aving lived in three countries on three continents brought me a unique perspective of different cultures. Along with my musical background,
this international experience has significantly influenced my work in UX/UI design, ranging from
applications for music industry and architecture
to promotion of health and culture.
By developing the appropriate user experience
I aim to create tools for changes towards less
complex, more ethical and sustainable choices.
This interactive mobile-friendly portfolio contains
an overview of my life, thoughts, hobbies and career. It will shows six of my most recent projects,
where I strive to remove unpleasant experiences
for people, making life easier with well-designed
user interfaces. I hope you enjoy it.

Tools:
Figma
UXPin
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign
Pen & Paper

Check the project’s prototype here

02 - musixpert

Understanding the Problem
Possible Problems:
- Usually, people should pay a lot, for having an expert idea,
no matter the field, but it is often quite high-priced, and a lot
of users can not manage it.
- The services that come from experts can not work all the
time for all the users. Sometimes they are not really relevant
to where the person lives and can not be useful that much.

Role:

Tools:

Research
Market Analysis
Visual Design
Interaction Design

Adobe XD
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign
Balsamiq
Optimal Sort
Usability Hub

Client:
Student Project of
Career Foundry
2019 - 2020

About the App

M

usixpert app is a local web-based application for Torontonian that helps users who are looking for local music experts
for different demands such as teaching, composing, arranging,
playing, etc. to connect and find the right person(s) for their
project/class.
Having the experience of working with musicians as a producer and manager was my primary motivation to choose this
topic for my UX/UI project. I tried to integrate my real-life
knowledge and to learn from this program to create a comprehensive and handy application for music experts.

Problem Statement
Users need a user-friendly app, with an easy way of searching
and finding recommendations fit to the place that they live.
Our Users need an affordable, fast, and reliable way to connect with verified and trustable experts from different fields
to solve different kinds of problems.

List of Possible Solutions:
- An option to find local experts, to be able to communicate
better and solve the problem more comfortably and faster.

- Users can not count on all the online information, and many
of them can be misleading and wrong. Without a method of
confirming it, it is almost difficult for the user to decide which
expert is guaranteed and trustable.

- Having a feature for evaluation experts by other users who
worked with the expert before. These ratings should make
choosing experts easier based on their quality of jobs.

- Meeting an expert “in-person” takes too much time, and
often users should wait for quite a long time to make it.

- A feature to verify certificates of the experts, and also check
comments that other users write, and if they look ok, put
them on the app for other users.
- Having a feature to show experts based on available time. In
that case, users will not wait that much to wait for a talk and
talk about your issues.

M

y site map created, then on the next step, I asked participants to categorized pages into an order they thought was
logical. Based on the insights obtained from the primary competitor analyses, content reviews, and card sorts, I fixed the
sitemap for the fourth time. I made this new site map, added
extra pages besides removed two other pages.

See the whole project on Behance
Test the prototype here

Goal:
- Observe users overall impression and feedback
- Check whether users understand the app
- See and estimate the performance of the participants
- See which issues on the app they are facing and how they
can complete various particular tasks

W

ith the functioning prototype, I conducted five remote usability tests. All participants found the app user-friendly. However, they highlighted some critical design issues which I attach to the PDF.

03 - norra zonen
(ongoing)

About the App

I

t’s been about a year that our world has been turned around.
At the end of 2019 we heard about a new virus that was going
viral, a virus that no one had heard about before. At that time,
no one thought it would soon become a global pandemic.
Over a year later, Covid-19 has become our biggest concern,
and rightfully so.
As a designer, I wanted to do my part in helping to fight the
disease in any way that I could. I thought it would be necessary to create an app that could track the spread of the virus
in Nordic countries.

“Norra Zonen” is more than just a covid tracker. It enables the
user to select their country and receive daily updates specific
to their country. It also allows for vaccine clinic registrations
and connects the user with medical staff in case they need
advice.
My aim with this app is to help and educate people in Nordic
countries not only about Covid-19 but also their access to their
health benefits and medical profile. It is crucial that we reach
herd immunity, as the more people are immunized against
Covid through the vaccine and the more they know how to
stay safe, the sooner we can defeat this.

04 - heim

About the App

H

eim App is a responsive web app that offers various properties, mostly in three famous cities of Iceland. This app tries
to provide more information for non-Icelandic people who are
determined to move to Iceland and want to know more about
tax information before buying properties. Clients can see
properties remotely by booking video calls or see view 360
degrees of the area on the app. Also, there are several pages
about the most popular cities of Iceland as an “open guide”.

This project was an opportunity for me to develop my UI skills
while learning more about a country that I was always fascinated by. Iceland has a unique landscape which makes it an
exciting context for architects for their adventurous architectural design. As a young professional who is also planning
to have a family and a prosperous future, finding my dream
home was a big motivation to fulfill the requirements of this
exercise.

Duration:

Tools:

2.5 Weeks

Sketch
Invision
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign
Balsamiq Mockup

Client:
A Student Project
of Career Foundry
Project type:
User Interface

See the whole project on Behance
Test the prototype here

#FFFFFF

#536878

- This logo is a mixture of the Icelandic feeling on typography and shape of a minimal modern house.
- The logo variations are designed for both light and
dark screens.
- The logo should be used with the exact shape whenever it is applied in cases where it might not work.

H

eim contains minimalist and icons. For having a minimal, straightforward, and simple screen, these icons
can have this functionality.

I started with brainstorming, sketched on papers

and drew some low-fidelity prototype to test and
check if it looks user-friendly and also the feature
work on the right way.
After the usability test and reviewing feedback,
I started to develop my first idea and began to
design my mid-fidelity prototype with (first with
Balsamiq mockups), and then used the Sketch.

05 - nom nom bot

The bot can be used by individuals or by a company such as a
grocery store who sells Vegetarian products. The app can be
programmed to take inventory of the store’s products, such as
chickpeas, and provides the buyer with a delicious meal recipe
including that item.
Eating vegetarian foods can be exciting and good for the planet. this chatbot is meant to inspire the user to cook healthy
vegetarian meals. the bot can be used by individuals or by a
company such as a grocery store.

Role:

Tools:

Research
conversation design
Visual Design
Interaction Design

Botsociaty
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe InDesign
Balsamiq
Pen & Paper

Client:
Student Project of
Digital Assistant Academy

Understanding the Problem
Problem Statement
Users need a practical chatbot, with an easy way of finding
food inspiration for various diets. Our Users need a fast, and
easy/ comfortable way to ask, search and find the food they
are looking for.

See the whole project on Behance

I decided to create this chatbot because I struggled with meal
planning when I first became a vegetarian. I grew up eating
mostly meat and fish, so naturally, I was very clueless at first.
I spent about a year just eating bread and yogurt, as I couldn’t
think of vegetarian meals to cook. With time, I learned about
numerous vegetarian meals, and am now able to enjoy a vast
variety of foods that I can cook for myself and others. I wanted
to create an app that would help people like myself and show
them that not only eating vegetarian is not difficult, but that it
can be fun and exciting, as well as good for our planet.

User Research

User research helps designers to understand how
people with our product. It gives us a new perspective
to improve the application into practical, simplified
solutions.
After user research, you can understand user
expectations, behaviours, needs; With the insight,
you got from the research, you can definitely make
a product that meets users needs.

Research Goals
- Recognize users do/ do not like about a food chatbot.
- Understand what exactly users need and expect to
have from the chatbot.
- Collect all the information on the contents that users
would use a food chatbot.
-Discover the behaviors and general attitude of participants who use expert platforms.

Usability Test Goal:
The usability test aims to evaluate some of the most notable and fundamental functionalities of the chatbot (nom
nom bot). I want to see how the users interact with this
chatbot for the first time on their device.
This app can help users to get inspired by new ideas to
cook vegetarian foods.

Identify & Prioritize Features
Time of cooking was the most particular options for
participants. They also were looking to choose different categories of cooking such as low-carb, low-calorie,
gluten-free etc. Veg friendly and difficulty levels were
also the features they would like to have.

Conclusion

- However, Before each session, I mentioned that this is
not the final design, but several times I had to explain
that the test was on a not finished prototype.
- Sometimes Botsociety was running a bit delayed on
mobile (and the button size were different from the real
size- they were a bit smaller on cellphone and because
of that, I missed some details on my button options
sometimes) . Also some didn’t get any response after
typing their answers on the chatbot for a minute or so.
- But, generally, all participants were ok with the whole
tasks, and it was easy for them to follow some steps to
complete those tasks in a short time.

About the App

06 - soundcast

S

oundcast is a web-based app for organizing your podcasts
and gives a bunch of useful features for iPhone and Apple
Watch. It also has iCloud sync so you can pick up where
you left off (like audiobooks). Includes iPad, Apple Watch,
and CarPlay support.
Duration:

Tools:

3 Days

Sketch
Invision
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign
Paper and Pen

Project type:
User Experience Design
Visual Design
Interaction Design

See the whole project on Behance
Test the prototype here

07 - easycare
(ongoing)

About the App

Understanding the Problem

Easy Care is a local web-based application for Swedish el-

Possible Problems:
- The application layout is quite confusing and not very userfriendly.

derlies which offers various features for different demands.
Some features such as medical needs, call to the family or
friends, discount list based on location and some other essential features like weather, calendar, a reminder for medications, emergency call with a chat and video options. The
app is user-friendly with a straightforward and minimal layout that made with right colours, and unique accessibility
settings (audio and visual) Easy Care also provides a feature
for an easy way of searching medications and pills with images and description about them.
Role:

Tools:

Research
Market Analysis
Visual Design
Interaction Design

-

UXPin
Figma
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign
Balsamiq
Pen & Paper

- Users can not count on all the online information, and
many of them can be misleading and wrong. Also, many of
medications are not exist in the market.
- Medication lists don’t update correctly.
- There no picture and any particular explanation for
medications in the app

Problem Statement:

U

sers (Seniors) need a user-friendly app with a straightforward
and minimal layout that is made with right colours which are
eye-friendly for elders. The app should have a feature for an
easy way of searching medications and pills with images and
description about them.

List of Possible Solutions:
- Increase the Contrast Between Text & Background
- Updating the medication and pills information and add a
feature for users to report any problems with wrong information.
01. Competitive Analysis PDF
02. Understanding the Problem
03. Interviews & Surveys
04. User Personas
05. User Journey Maps
06. User Flows
07. Site Map
08. Wireframing & Prototyping (Ongoing)
09. Usability Testing
10. Designing for Accessibility
11. Style Guide
12. Finishing Touches

- have an updated image with a proper description of medications and pills

See the whole project on Behance
See User Personas, User Journey Maps
& User Flows (PDF)

NANCY

HANS

KEIKO

Scenario:
After she moved to her new place, she got terrible back pain
and sometimes had a hard time before sleeping. She’s not
very familiar with technology, and wants to find an alternative instead of going to a Dr, and talks about her difficulties.

Scenario:
After his strokes, he started to take many pills, days and
nights. And nowadays he wants to know what kinds of medications/ pills he takes every day. He wants to be able to
renew his prescription whenever he needs.

Scenario:
Three weeks ago, she forgot that she took her pill several
times, and Keiko took it three times. After staying two nights
at the hospital, she could come back to her ordinary life.
Now her family members are worried about her and want to
find a way to control when she takes her medicine during a
day; and also have a reminder for her medications.

USER STORY:
As a person who has chosen to use this app, I want to be able
to find the right specialist, so that I can book an appointment
time and talk to him/her about my health problems.

USER STORY:
As a person who has chosen using this app, I want to be able
to find the right description and all the information about my
medications; so, that I can see what kinds of medications/
pills exactly I take every day.

USER STORY:
As a person who starts a new musical instrument, I As a person who has Alzheimer and wants to take her medications
at the right time; I want to access and use my medication’s
reminder quickly; so, that I can take my pills at the right time
and won’t miss taking any of them.

-

62 years old
Blue Ridge, Atlanta, USA
Based in Göteborg, Västra Götaland
Master of Arts
Single with 3 children
High school Teacher

Entry Point: Splash.
Success Criteria: Book an appointment

-

72 years old
Mörbylånga, Öland, Sweden
Based in Borås, Västra Götaland
Diploma in Mechanical Engineering
Widowed with 2 children and 5 grandson
Retired

Entry Point: Splash.
Success Criteria: Search for medications

-

65 years old
Icheon, Gyeonggi, Korea
Based in Skellefteå, Västerbotten
Master of Medicine
Divorced with one child
Retired

Entry Point: Splash.
Success Criteria: Update the medication reminder

08 - visual design

Poster design for 8 March,

International Women’s Day
“Avsett var kvinnor komifrån..
vi, kvinnor är starka;
vi kvinnor är vackra.”

CD

album design for
“Mellan Tystnad och Ord”
Album by: Henrik Nagy
Gothenburg / Sweden

P

oster design for Kulturnatta
Gothenburg, Sweden
For nearly 30 years at the break of autumn,
there has been a festival in Gothenburg called
Kulturnatta (Culture Night).
It is a festival by everyone, for everyone. Anyone
is welcome to organize an event at Kulturnatta.

Persian Cats (Mixed Media Art)

These cats (not Persian cats)
live outdoors all over my homeland (Iran)
and I believe them to be the real Persian
cats.
Mixed Media Art, illustrations inspired by
Persian rug motifs and my senior cat.

Illustrations
The Blue no.1 collection: Happy Blue
The Red collection: Reddish Fire
The Blue no.2 collection:Inspired by “The Skagerrak”

Black Rehearsal:
Hands and shapes while playing Iranian traditional music instruments.

P

oster design for
“A Century of Tar” with Persian Typography
An Anthology of Contemporary performance styles.

Brochure design for

“Kvinnor, film och motstånd” festival.
Gothenburg / Sweden

I

llustrations based on Iranian background and
motifs that are influenced by it and written with
the Persian alphabet.
no 1. Four poetries about “sea”:
- The first fish left up, by Sohrab Sepehri
- The second fish, left down by Ahmad Shamloo
- The third fish right up Mehdi Soheili
- The fourth fish right down by Ahmad Alborz
no 2. Modern poetries by Sohrab Sepehri
no 3. Modern poetries by Ahmad Shamlou
no 4. Modern poetries by Ahmad Shamlou
no.5 Modern poetries by Ahmad Shamlou

health and culture. my aim is to create tools for
changes towards less complex, more ethical &
sustainable choices.

Göteborg @ Cetrez 2020 - 2021

Toronto, Dubai, Göteborg, Tehran
Freelance | Kvinnor, Film & Motstånd Festival |
Blue Orange Production | Radio Shoma |
Little Birds Poetry | 2009 - 2020

- Created and redesigned brochures, mock-ups,
banners, logotypes, press materials, and collaborated with cultural companies and organizations for over 10 years
- Designed and managed budget for content for
social media channels and email newsletters for
cultural events such as three festivals and two
workshops, and one kulturnatta.

ASSISTANT PHOTOGRAPHER
Göteborg
Wijken Film AB | 2014 - 2015

- Assisted Anders Bryngel in studio and elsewhere by interacting with customers, makeup,
positioning during photo shoots, lighting and
camera work

DISTRIBUTION ASSISTANT

Toronto @ ParastooFilm | 2009 - 2011
- Promoted films at festivals such as Hot Docs,
universities, cinemas, museums and cultural
events.
- Advertised and administered two Docunights
networking events with 300+ participants at
Cineplex Cinema in Toronto
- Supplied content and copy for social media
channels and email newsletters

MUSIC CONSULTANT
Toronto, Göteborg @ Freelance 2008 - present
- Presented musicians and artists at festivals and
cultural events; in Canada, USA , France, Austria,
Sweden, the Netherlands, Iran, and China
- Established brand strategy and marketing
campaigns. Managed to gather 35K followers for
a musician
- Planned and managed two music performance
workshops for 40 students in two sessions
- Presented marketing strategies for albums and
major gigs for six musicians

achievments

- Developed marketing materials for gigs and
studios. Prepared and directed two 2-day music
festivals with 150 attendees in Göteborg

- Project leader for a cultural night at the embassy
where artists and musicians from Sweden and
Iran were invited to perform

- Member of Association of Registered Graphic Designers (RGD) in Ontario
- Music instructor for children & adults at
Iranian Cultural Association for the Visually
Impaired (volunteer)
- Graphic Designer at The White Clinic Shelter (volunteer)
- Decision Maker at
HotDocs Film Festival / Toronto (2010)

- Participated in “Do Not Help” 2012, a fundraising video project for the Child Foundation
in help Iranian children living in poverty remain
in school. Due to the Child Foundation’s worthy
cause, these video projects became Google’s
3rd suggestion to watch the video.

VOICE INTERACTION &
CONVERSATION DESIGN
Michigan (Remote) | 2020 -on going
The Digital Assistant Academy

UX DESIGN PROGRAM,
SPECIALIZATION IN UI DESIGN

Tehran @ University of Applied Sciences

2003 - 2007

- GESTALT PSYCHOLOGY AND
WEB DESIGN
- HUMAN-COMPUTER
INTERACTION (HCI)) 2020

Aarhus (Remote) | Interaction Design Foundation

TYPOGRAPHY & LAYOUT
(COURSE)

Toronto @ Faculty of Communication & Design
at Ryerson University (Chang School) 2011

GRAPHIC DESIGN (COURSE)
Toronto @ (GBC) School of Design 2010

TRÄDGÅRD, SKÖTSEL OCH
ANLÄGGNING
Göteborg @ August kobbs/
Stora Katerinelunds Landeri 2016 - 2017

- DESIGN TO COMMUNICATE
- EXPERIMENTAL TYPOGRAPHIC
DESIGN WITH PROCESSING
- DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL
TYPOGRAPHIC POSTERS
Domestika (Online) 2019 - 2020
Sketch, Figma, Slack, Invision, Adobe XD
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe
InDesign, Marvel, Balsamiq, Zeplin, UXPin,
Flinto, Abstract, Jira & My Pen
MUSIXPERT 2019 - 2020

Berlin (Remote) @CareerFoundry 2019-2020

- UI DESIGN PATTERNS FOR
SUCCESSFUL SOFTWARE

- DIGITAL COLLAGE FOR
EDITORIAL

recent projects

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Embassy of Sweden in Tehran | 2013

BACHELOR OF ARTS
MUSIC PERFORMANCE

tools

- Designed userflows, wireframes, created
several user stories & mockups customized guideline and templates for various
car brands such as Porsche, Lamborghini,
Aston Martin, Bugatti

Göteborg, Tehran

- Idea creator of Fly with the cage Toronto showcasing Iranian artists (2009) (intended to unite
artists and extend public awareness of the current
crisis in Iran.)

education

experience

VISUAL UX DESIGNER

PROJECT MANAGER

other courses

about me

I am synesthete with a musical background. Having lived in three countries
has brought me a unique perspective
of different cultures. The experience has
significantly influenced my UX/UI design
works, ranging from applications for the
music industry & architecture to promoting

A local web-based application for Torontonian

that help users who are looking for local music
experts for different demands

HEIM 2020

A responsive web app that offers various
properties in Iceland, (such as 360° view,
city open guide, video calls.)

SOUND CAST 2020
A web-based app for organizing podcasts
for iPhone and Apple Watch, with iCloud sync
so the user can pick up where they left off (i.e.
audiobooks). Includes iPad, Apple Watch, and
CarPlay support.
EASY CARE 2020 - on going
A web-based app for Swedish elderlies
offering features for different demands such as
medical needs, weather, medication reminder,
emergency call.
NORRA ZONEN 2021 - on going
Designed to help people who live in Nordic
Countries to receive the latest updates for
COVID-19
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